SYNOPSIS
Illustrated Business Mail of Clayton & Sons, Halifax, NS - 1882-1951
Purpose: This is a one-frame exhibit to demonstrate the variety of business stationery - corner cards,
illustrated business mail, and postcards, - as business advertising covers attributed to Clayton & Sons,
Halifax, Nova Scotia 1875 to 1955 – the period that the firm existed on Jacob/Barrington Streets.
Treatment: The exhibit starts with the earliest known envelope from the Jacob Street location of Clayton
& Sons and progresses through the various formats and styles of address used on corner cards until the
illustrated envelope featuring the newly constructed factory was introduced in 1904. Various styles of
printings of the illustration are shown with additions of text to envelopes over the years. Each item is
described in philatelic terms of its postmark and received cancels, postal rate and rate period. Historical
notes on the addressee are given in some cases where known.
Importance: The classic illustrated mail period has typically thought to extend from about 1880 to 1925.
Clayton & Sons material is unique because it extends well beyond this period to post World War II with a
diversity of types starting with corner cards and moving through iterations of the factory motif used for
the next 50 years starting in about 1904.
Rarity & Condition: The covers shown in this exhibit are of the best quality possible. Many of the
covers shown are one ofs that show signs of age: worn, cut, tattered edges, toning, glue bleed. The bulk
of material that becomes available on the market is from the 1904 to 1930 period. Beyond these dates
material is either difficult to discern (pre-1904 corner cards) due to inadequate descriptions or they rarely
come up for sale. It is unlikely that this exhibit could be easily duplicated in its entirety. There is a lack of
abundant material available from the 1930s to the 1950s although the odd piece becomes available from
time to time. This may be as a result of a change in business practice, the economic depression, or fewer
stores stocking premade clothing, especially during and after World War II when much of the production
effort was for uniforms – thus fewer mailings by the company. We see in many other illustrated exhibits
that most firms only have a few changes in their stationary, either due to the length of time in business or
staying with only a couple of design changes. While envelope size and structure is fairly constant over
the period, it is the multitude of changes in “illustration” that draws interest.
Knowledge and Study: Each envelope is described by the design of the fonts and illustrations. The
history of Clayton & Sons and the addressees where discernable are also noted. The breadth of the
material is attributable to a handful of Clayton & Sons clients that saved business envelopes during the
period. While the exhibitor’s collection certainly shows this, the exhibit has been developed to give the
broadest cross section of addresses to demonstrate the reach of the material. Clayton & Sons would have
had the envelopes printed for their use. The printer of the envelopes is unknown but several firms in
Halifax and Montreal are candidates. The Claytons hired commercial artist Lewis E. Smith to capture the
factory for the illustration used from 1904 to 1955.
A classification scheme was developed by the exhibitor to categorize the covers. No previous
categorization is known to exist, likely due to the lack of study or to the fact that similar looking material
from the 1908-1924 period is most abundant, thus overlooked for classification. It is a simple scheme
based on four types (C, I, P, R) as per:
C- Corner cards (Address only)
I - Illustrated Mail (Factory motif)
P – Postcards
R – Return Envelopes
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The design chronology of each type is represented by a sequential number (e.g. C-4) that represents a
major design change, printing (colour) difference or addition of various text. Subtle differences between
designs, such as different colours of text, are represented sequentially by an alpha (i.e. I-5a).
The exhibit as one frame has been shown at Novapex 2015 (Regional) – Vermeil, Novapex 2016
(National) – Silver, BNAPEX 2016 – Silver, and Novapex 2017 (Regional) - Gold.
Company History: Clayton & Sons, wholesale manufacturers of men's and boys' clothing, was
established in 1869 on 190 Argyle Street by Mary (Davies) Clayton (1819-1907). George Clayton (18191864), a tailor, and his family had arrived in Halifax from England in 1863. George likely apprenticed his
sons in the trade. He set up business in Halifax, but unfortunately died only a year later, leaving Mary
(age 45) a widow with seven children between 10 and 19 years of age. To provide for her family, Mary
established a second-hand clothing business in their Duke St home and eventually, with her sons, moved
the business to the Argyle St address as clothier and tailoring concern M. Clayton & Sons. In 1875 the
business moved to Jacob Street and by 1903-4 several four to five storey buildings were built in the block
that faced Jacob and Barrington Streets.
The “Sons”, Edward (1849-1938) and William James (1851-1935) ran the company for most of its
existence until 1938 when William’s daughter Mary “Louise” Clayton (1893- 1974) took over as
President of the firm. Louise changed the company name to Claytons Limited about 1950 as was the
fashion following the war with many large businesses. In the early decades of the 20th century, the
company made men’s and boy’s clothing and uniforms for the military and police and fire services.
During both world wars, Clayton & Sons contributed to the war effort by manufacturing uniforms for the
armed forces. The firm survived until it closed to avoid bankruptcy in 1955. The properties that were
not sold were expropriated and removed by Halifax City Council for the Cornwallis Centre (now known
as Scotia Square) development under the guise of Urban Redevelopment in 1964.
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